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SYNOPSIS
Mary Shelley tells the story of Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin - author of one of the world’s
most famous Gothic novels ‘Frankenstein’ - and her fiery, tempestuous relationship with renowned romantic poet Percy Bysshe Shelley. The pair are two outsiders constrained by polite society but bound together by a natural chemistry and progressive ideas that are beyond
the boundaries of their age and time. Mary and Percy declare their love for each other and
much to her family's horror they run away together, joined by Mary's half-sister Claire. In
the midst of growing tension within their relationship during their stay at Lord Byron's
house at Lake Geneva, the idea of Frankenstein is conceived when a challenge is put to all
houseguests to write a ghost story. An incredible character is created, which will loom large
in popular culture for centuries to come, but society at the time puts little value in female
authors. At the tender age of 18, Mary is forced to challenge these preconceptions, to protect
her work and to forge her own identity.
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ABOUT THE PRODUCTION
Mary Shelley was filmed over six weeks in Ireland and Luxembourg during February and
March 2016. The film, produced by Amy Baer of Gidden Media (Last Vegas) and Ruth Coady
and Alan Moloney of Parallel Films (The Siege of Jadotville, Brooklyn), was directed by Haifaa
Al Mansour, who also did additional writing on the screenplay written by Emma Jensen.
Mary Shelley Screenplay
The screenplay for Mary Shelley was written by Emma Jensen, with additional writing by
director Haifaa Al Mansour. Haifaa credits finding a kindred spirit in Mary Shelley for her
taking on the project, saying “I come from Saudi Arabia and although it’s an English period
film about the story of a young girl growing up who is trying to find her voice, surrounded
by superstition that she wants to break free of, I really identified with the main character.”
Producer Amy Baer said of the spec screenplay that was sent to her “I was astounded that
Mary was only 18 when she created and wrote Frankenstein and I felt that this was a story
that had to be told.” Fellow producer Alan Moloney added that the story “essentially subverts
everything that we think we know about the early 1800’s in England, and I liked that!”. Producer Ruth Coady said she was “blown away by the strength and fight that this extremely
young woman found within her,” and that the life of Mary Shelley is “a powerful story that
feels very relevant right now.”
For leading actress Elle Fanning, who plays Mary Woolstonecraft Godwin, her closeness in
age to the character at the time of her writing Frankenstein, and her progressive outlook,
made the author an ideal role - commenting that “to be able to play a woman that was so
ahead of her time in so many ways was really what attracted me to the script. I was very
nervous and scared because no one has ever told HER tale before, and because it’s such a
special one that I think needs to be heard. Although set in the 1800’s, I think her journey is
so modern and relevant to today’s world.”
Haifaa Al Mansour as Director
Amy Baer said of specifically choosing a female director for Mary Shelley, “I have never in
my career read a piece of material and said ‘I want a woman to direct this,’ but I have to say
this was the first one because I felt that the theme of the story and about what Mary went
through are so specific to what a woman experiences.” Her fellow producer Alan Moloney
added that what really resonated about Haifaa’s background “is the fact that she is a woman
who has grown up in Saudi Arabia in an environment and a landscape where women don’t
have the same rights as they do in Western culture, and she has had to as an artist, fight and
struggle to have her own voice heard in much the same way as Mary Shelley did. There are
very clear parallels between her life experience and the experience of Mary Shelley 200 years
ago so that brings a real contemporary resonance to the piece.”
Commenting on the strong team of creative women behind the scenes on Mary Shelley, Haifaa said “I feel I honestly connect with female protagonists and have been very excited about
working on this particular project - with two female producers, a female editor and a female
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composer.” Elle Fanning, who plays Mary Shelley, said of having Haifaa as a director that “in
a way she just knows what it feels like to be a young girl, to grow up and go through the
hardships that women have. A lot of strong women have lived with this script, it’s very powerful and you can feel that on set which I think is crucial and important in telling Mary’s
story.” Douglas Booth, acting opposite Elle as her partner Percy Shelley concurs, “I think because Haifaa has had to fight for every single thing that she has ever achieved, she has a very
real understanding of a woman that has a story to tell but society is not letting her tell it. She
understands Mary’s journey. She has a great understanding of humanity, the core of people
and I think this really shines through in this film.”
Ben Hardy who plays Mr. Polidori says “It’s definitely the right decision to have a female
director for this film because Mary is the center of the piece and she is such a strong feminine
force within a community heavily dominated by men, and I think her previous film (Wadjda)
has similar themes”.
Mary Shelley’s Young Cast
“Being around young actors and actresses is amazing, they have so much energy and an impulsiveness to do things right – it makes me feel young,” said director Haifaa Al Mansour. Elle
Fanning added “it’s pretty exciting to have people who are close to your age. There’s definitely an energy to it. You talk about the same things and look at life in the same way. I am
normally the youngest with adults on set so to have people that are your age its cool. Also, I
think us being close to the ages of our characters has really added to the film. There is an
energy inside you – it’s hard to describe but it works great for the story.”
Producers Amy Baer and Alan Moloney said of their young cast “We felt it was important for
the role of Mary to cast an actress that was age appropriate to make Mary’s story authentic.”
Tom Sturridge said about being part of the young cast “There’s an energy that you get when
you’re kind of all jumping off a cliff together that is exciting,” and Douglas Booth added
“working with this cast has been amazing. Myself, Elle and Bel started on our triangle of trust
and then Tom and Ben’s characters joined. I think everyone is cast really well.”
Relationships
Relationships are the foundation of Mary Shelley, providing a framework within which Mary
craves out her own identity, pushing back against the expectations of society, the legacy of
her parents and the overshadowing prowess of her partner. The various relationships that
exist throughout this film - between Mary and her father, Mary and her sister Claire, the relationship between Mary and Percy, Claire and Lord Byron, Lord Byron and Percy, Lord Byron and Polidori, Polidori and Mary and finally the interconnecting relationships between all
the main characters Mary, Claire, Percy and Byron, underpin this film.
Claire and Mary
“Claire’s relationship with Mary is complicated. I think that perhaps Claire WANTS to be
Mary. She is not jealous of her but she tried to emulate her. If Mary gets Shelley - then Claire
will get Byron! But I think they love each other unconditionally even though they are half-
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sisters. She is in awe of Mary but she loves and adores her,” says Bel Powley of her character
Claire.
“They are ying and yang,” says producer Amy Baer. “I think in life and the reality of them was
that one was a bit more elegant and erudite and educated and the other was more wild and
frivolous but together they created a specific energy. Claire is not as formidable as Mary but
without a doubt there is real love between these two half-sisters, they protect one another.”
Mary and Mr. Godwin
“The only parental figure in Mary’s life is her father, so when he dismisses all her writing it’s
like a dagger to her heart. A man who is so respected in his field not believing in his daughter
is so hard for her to take. All she wants is recognition from him,” says Elle Fanning of Mary.
Polidori and Mary
“My character’s relationship with Mary is kind of the antithesis of her relationship with Shelley. He is the bad guy, I am the good guy forever in the friend zone!” says Ben Hardy who
plays Polidori.
Mary and Percy
“He is the one for her. With him she feels that they can take on the world and all that it throws
at them, and they will be okay because they have each other. There are times she certainly
questions her beliefs. But ultimately, she knows their love, this mad, huge crazy love story,
is strong enough to withstand what is thrown at them,” says Elle Fanning of Mary.
Being with Mary is for Shelley “A challenge…he challenges her to live this life with him. She
was incredibly smart, had this fresh sexuality…she had a cheekiness to her and so he fell in
love with this vision,” believes Douglas Booth.
Lord Byron and Claire
“Their relationship, if indeed you can call it that, is relatively complicated and I think quite
unbalanced. Claire’s perceptions of it are potentially very different to Byron’s,” says Tom
Sturridge.
“Claire is a very determined woman, she doesn’t take no for an answer, she knows what she
wants and it was Byron and even though it ends badly for her she believes in herself,” says
Bel Powley of Claire’s pursuit of Lord Byron.
Shelley and Lord Byron
Douglas comments that in his opinion, “Shelley looked up to Byron; he was in awe of him.
Byron was a star and at the time Shelley really respected him and the way he was and what
he stood for.”
Mary, Percy and Claire
“Claire is not the bimbo of the trio; she is not a dumb little sister, she is very smart and she is
fighting to make her mark in this trio,” says Bel of Claire.
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“Theirs was an unconventional relationship, they lived as a unit and there was clearly a closeness between all three of them,” says Amy Baer.
Period Drama Costume
For lead actress Elle Fanning, Mary Shelley was her first foray onto the world of period costumes. “It was interesting! I’ve never done a period drama so I’ve never worn a corset or
anything like that. You certainly hold yourself in a different way, your posture is totally different. It affects production in so many ways so for example when blocking a scene, I may be
wearing sweats lounging in a chair but when I am back on set in the corset I realize it’s not
possible because the corset won’t allow my body to lean a certain way.’
“For me it’s always about the shoes,” says Ben Hardy (Polidori), “the shoes make a difference
in everything; shoes with a heel as mine have in this film affect the way you walk.”
Bel Powley said “I love doing period movies because something like a period costume instantly gives you another layer to your character to work with. So, the corset, the half wig,
the dress, it helps you feel different and adds another element immediately to your character
that you can build into your performance.”
No stranger to period drama, Tom Sturridge said of filming Mary Shelley, “I think clothes are
always a key into a part of the character, but what’s interesting about this film is that you’re
dealing with people who very much rebelled against and revolted against the kind of conformity of the period… these guys were free.”
Douglas Booth, who plays Percy Shelley, worked with costume designer Caroline Koener and
even created a scent! “On a previous job I created a scent with an amazing woman called Azi
in London, so I worked with her again to create a scent for Percy for this film”.
Period Drama Production
Production designer Paki Smith said of the process of working on Mary Shelley, “I do a lot of
my own illustrations, which are essentially thinking pictures. In getting lost in the action of
drawing it is as if you are mentally walking in the space.” Paki says that there is “a ton of
material to draw on” in terms of finding inspiration. “I wanted the houses to have that horizontal boarded quality, stuff that doesn’t exist in London any more. There were a few photographs from near St Paul’s Cathedral from the 1880’s which showed the Coaching Inn long
since it was demolished….it looked like it was sinking and warping into the ground. This was
the main place that I used to influence the look of the Godwin shop and the street around it.
It was all texture, an image of teeming life for me, sometimes it’s one image that does it, or
one object. In this case it was the images of that Coaching Inn.”
In terms of the particular challenges of recreating the spaces of 19th century England, Paki
said “there is always a set that poses problems….in this case it was the theatre where Mary
sees the frogs leg experiment. We were really up against it but found an old folks home where
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we found bedrooms we could use for the Villa scenes. Myself and Nigel Pollock, the art director, turned to the person who was showing us around and asked, in a very joking manner
whether they would have a tall interior space where we could make a theatre set and the
man replied, without batting an eyelid, ‘no, not exactly but we do have a theatre set in the
barn out the back.’ We nearly fell over it was so perfect! That’s the kind of luck we needed.
Impossible to predict and a total gift, it gave us a really rich production value.”
Another challenge of making a believable 1880’s world is removing all modern elements
from shooting locations. Paki elaborates, “for example we turned Collins Barracks in Dublin
into the London Skinner Street with Godwin’s shop. The set decorator Kevin Downey pulled
all sorts of great stuff from rubbish to oyster shells to wagons which all worked so well.”
In terms of his favorite scenes as the films production designer, “it’s the scenes in the Geneva
villa where I think there is a great deal of detail and the energy is just wonderful”. In referencing Elle Fanning who plays Mary Shelley, Paki said “it was great that Elle wanted to do
the physical writing for the film. It makes a huge difference, there is loads of research available on how things were written so it was simple enough to get right.”
The Mary Shelley shoot took place in Ireland and Luxembourg and Paki notes, “there are borders within which you have to make the film. The borders are made up of budget, a shooting
schedule and in the case of this film a major factor was the two different countries. We essentially did most of the London exterior sets on location in Dublin and then mainly the Godwin house interior on a stage in Luxembourg. The scenic painting work on the sets in Luxembourg was one of the best I have ever worked with and the construction manager Bart
Van Lint had a huge part to play in this.”
The Foursome – Cast and Character
Elle Fanning/ Mary Shelley
“I felt a huge responsibility playing her – you’re creating a character that has so many layers
to her,” says Elle of tackling a portrayal of the author. She also notes the challenges of portraying the arc of Mary’s journey transitioning from a young girl into an adult and a creator
in her own right, saying “it’s a story of a girl growing up and finding her voice and stepping
out of the shadows of her family.” Discussing the nuances of Mary’s character Elle notes, “she
is a free spirit, powerful and very attentive...she picks up on all things…she is curious and
very observant.”
In talking about how she prepared for the role of Mary Shelley Elle said “I read a lot, obviously the first thing I did was to read Frankenstein, I actually still have the copy with me and
I dip into it sometimes before I go to bed just to hear a little bit of Mary’s voice. It’s just so
beautifully written.”
For the producers, it was important to cast someone age appropriate “the role required
someone who could play the part authentically but also had the gravitas to carry that performance because it’s a wide range. It goes from Mary being essentially a teenager to stepping
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into womanhood and standing for something that she has created - bucking the conventional
norms of her society, so Elle was kind of a natural choice,” said Amy Baer adding, “the role of
Mary kind of coincides in Elle’s own life and her coming of age. We were very lucky because
she hadn’t done a period drama before and she was very enamored of Mary’s journey - so it
became a happy marriage of cast to the character.”
Douglas Booth/Percy Shelley
Talking about his familiarity with Percy Shelley prior to the project Douglas admits, “I didn’t
really know enough about him at the beginning but when I did research and looked into him
and actually read more of his poetry I realized he was an anarchist; he wanted to be a revolutionary.” Douglas added ‘He’s much more than just this lover, this romantic poet, he IS a
flawed character - he has so many traits that are wonderful but there are so many that are
just devastating for the people around him.”
In understanding the character, he was about to play Douglas says he read a number of books
including Richard Holmes’ acclaimed biography Shelley: The Pursuit; “out of all the information it was the concept of being pursued which came through so strongly - pursuit not
only by creditors, his family, Mr. Godwin when he ran away with his daughters, but he was
constantly pursued by his demons and his desire to live a life that was so unconventional in
those days.”
“Shelley was a man who walked into a room and women swooned, so we wanted to make
sure that you would believe that and Douglas has that. Douglas is striking a lovely balance
between creative officiousness or pomposity but also being somewhat vulnerable and deeply
in love with Mary. We saw a lot of actors but he walked the line on both sides,” said producer
Amy Baer. Fellow producer Alan Moloney added “in casting the role of Shelley the references
we adopted as our own are Mick Jagger and Marianne Faithful or Pete Doherty and Amy
Winehouse, they are all a bit decadent and we needed someone to complement Elle and what
she is bringing to the role of Mary.”
Tom Sturridge/Lord Byron
“For me, I think Byron is broke and brave, unpredictable and passionate. The character of
Byron himself – he is an astonishing historical figure. The first thing I did was read his poetry
and his letters, I looked at some biographies to get a sense of the man,” said Tom. The facial
hair Sturridge cultivated for the role he attributes to being inspired by a famous painting of
Byron in traditional Albanian dress, painted by Thomas Phillips where he has a moustache.
Producer Alan Moloney said, “Tom had a really interesting take on the character…we are so
used to the idea that we have of Byron being handsome and debonair which in fact in real
life he wasn’t particularly, and what Tom has brought to the role is the eccentricity that Byron had.”
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Bel Powley/Claire
“These women, Claire and Mary, were incredibly forward thinking for their age and their
time. It’s a very interesting prospect to play a role that’s based in the 19th century but it’s
really modern at the same time; it’s like they’re in the swinging sixties but it’s in the 1800’s.”
In terms of how she prepared for the role, Bel says “there is a lot of material out there to read
and luckily there are still loads of Claire’s letters available, so you can really get a sense of
her through her writing. When you are playing a character that actually existed you want to
honor that person and do her justice especially since she was such an amazing woman.”
Preparation
The lead actors all researched the characters with each of them re-reading Frankenstein and
the works of Shelley and Byron, as well as personal correspondence that still exists. As Elle
said, “when you are playing a real person you feel a huge responsibility.”
“The first thing I did was read Frankenstein,” said Elle. “I didn’t know the specifics of her life
so it was very interesting for me – she, Claire and Shelley were like hippies in the sixties –
they were ahead of their time.”
In addition to reading Claire’s correspondence, Bel said “of course I read Frankenstein, it’s
an amazing piece of work. I have also read a lot of Byron” in preparing for the role.
Ben Hardy said “I’d actually studied Frankenstein in school so I revisited it again and Polidori’s limited works, he died at twenty-five – I read some of Byron and Shelley’s work, I
hadn’t really studied the Romantic movement since school.”
Of preparing to play the role of Shelley, Douglas said, “my process involves me doing research
on the character and I try to read as much as I can. I read Percy Shelley: The Pursuit and
Being Shelley.” Through his research, Booth said he “started to try and figure out who this
person was and found out lots of really fascinating, interesting stuff.”
Favorite Scene
For Elle, “100% it’s the scene when I sit down to write Frankenstein…it’s a big scene…it’s a
big one. The prop guys gave me paper and a quill and I have been writing in my handwriting
all the excerpts that are going to be filmed.”
“I love all the scenes where there’s so much going on and you have a lot to play with” said
Bel.
For director Haifaa it’s the scenes between Percy and Mary, “there are a lot of scenes where
they are so passionate; I enjoyed directing those.”
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Amy Baer as producer said it’s a scene between Mary and Shelley when first she confronts
him about his potential infidelity, “it’s the moment in the story where Mary grows up and
Elle’s performance is just breathtaking.” Fellow producer Alan Moloney’s favorite scenes are
the sequences of Byron’s in Switzerland, “for me that particular section of the story has always drawn comparisons to that period of time that the Rolling Stones spent in the South of
France.”
Message
Although the film is a period drama set in the 1800’s Mary Shelley has a very modern message, as Tom Sturridge says “it’s about the emancipation of a young girl’s soul and I think that
whatever period you are in you can recognize that desire for freedom.”
Alan Moloney says of Mary Shelley, “it’s a coming of age story about a girl who through her
own life experience is able to express through her writing how the various conflicts and demons that she has to deal with comes to the fore.” Amy Baer adds “it’s a coming of age story
about a young woman trying to find and own her voice, and I think that’s massively universal
whether it took place 200 years ago or two weeks ago. And you know Frankenstein is also
the precursor to all of science fiction and was written by a woman!”
Director Haifaa al Mansour said “the film is in a period of time of a couple of hundred years
ago but I feel you can relate to it now. They were pushing boundaries – take away the costumes and I think there is something in the film that every 18 or 19-year-old will relate to.”
Amelia Warner – Composer
Amelia said “Frankenstein had always been a favorite book and I have read it several times
but I knew nothing about Mary Shelley. I was shocked to discover how old she was when she
wrote the book.” Speaking of Mary, she admits, “I am in complete awe of her and her achievements. To accomplish what she did in the time that she lived is a miracle.”
In talking about her inspiration Amelia said simply “it was always Mary. I wanted the music
to reflect her character, emotional journey and ALWAYS be from her perspective.”
Warner said of the Mary Shelley score, “it was split into two facets – Mary and the Monster.
Within Mary there is the love story with Percy, her strengths, her disappointments her huge
loss and her inspiration. The Monster theme was more about the ghost stories Mary herself
was obsessed with, the otherworldliness and ultimately the darkness that the Monster inhabits within her.”
In talking about the musical process Amelia said “we found some amazing musicians and two
incredible singers who are a huge part of the score. We used a soprano and a counter tenor
and had them sing in a very expressive way. For example, when things start to go a bit crazy
in those Geneva scenes, we got the singers to scream and to slide up and down the scale to
create an unsettling disorientation.”
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Talking of the Geneva sequence Amelia says “it was a difficult cue and took a while to get
right. Voice was really important as were the strings, which are slightly discordant. We also
used breath and heartbeat to feel like we are experiencing it as Mary.”
In discussing how the score came together Amelia said “we used a lot of synths layered with
the orchestra. I always wanted there to be something slightly intangible about the music. The
real strings layered with electric synths created a strangeness and modernity that I think
works well with Mary’s character.”
Amelia added, “I felt honored to be asked to work on this incredible story of this incredible
woman and how she came to write this iconic book.”
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Q&A with Director Haifaa Al Mansour
Tell us about the story behind Mary Shelley. How did you get involved in this project?
The producers sent me the script and I have to admit, I was skeptical at first. I thought her
story would feel very foreign to me, as the period and the setting were so far from what I
felt comfortable with. But when I read Mary Shelley’s story, I felt an instant connection
with it. She grew up in this very conservative culture, where women’s roles were much
more rigid and opportunities were extremely limited. But she rose above it, and wrote a
story that continues to capture the imagination of readers to this day. What I love is that
she chose to write a book that was so outside of the “acceptable” realms of literature for
women, and created a genre (science fiction) that continues to be dominated by male
voices. She wrote a book that challenged religious doctrine and raised new ethical questions about the impact of uninhibited scientific experimentation would have on a society.
What, if any, parallels do you see between Mary Shelley’s story and Wajdja?
Although they are set in two different times and worlds, Mary’s story does have some very
interesting parallels to Wadjda’s. Both young women were struggling against conservative
social structures in order to pursue the lives they wanted to live. They are both women
who unapologetically follow their hearts, against the norms and expectations of their societies, without compromise to achieve a personal triumph.
Can you talk about your experience working on this film?
After working previously within systems that are much more rigid, where we have to be
very careful about sensitive issues and the way we say things, it was very freeing to work
on a project where there were no limitations. It was so great to work with such a professional and experienced crew, who could truly bring to life anything the script required. The
scale and beauty of the production design was breathtaking.
How does Mary Shelley set itself apart?
Mary Shelley is the remarkable true story of a woman who railed against the constraints of
her society to create a story that would outlive the work of her contemporaries, including
her brilliant parents and husband, to influence generations of writers and dreamers with
an entirely new genre: science fiction. Her own story feels so strangely familiar because so
much of it ended up alogorically in Frankenstein. We all know the basic story, but her journey reveals so many layers and deeper philosophical elements that help explain the work’s
appeal.
Do you feel things have progressed for women since the time of Mary Shelley? A
modern-day example is J.K. Rowling…
Many of the problem’s that Mary Shelley faced continue to challenge women today. Philosophically the way in which Mary went after what she wanted in her life, without regard to
moral or societal limitations, was extremely shocking to the public in her time. Whereas
the same behavior would perhaps be more acceptable for a man, public pressure to be
chaste and morally pure is still something that women struggle with today. Sadly, even her
struggles to publish her book under her own name show a societal reluctance to embrace
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works of science, horror, or other traditionally ‘masculine’ themes from a female writer
that continue to this day. Look at a book like “The Outsiders.” Sarah Hinton had to abbreviate her name to S.E. Hinton so readers wouldn't know her gender just by looking at the
cover. I don’t think most people think about it, but it was clearly something her publishers
felt (and still feel) is important in selling the book. Whenever women write something outside of the realm of acceptable topics for the gender- romance, cook books, children’s
books, etc.- we see that there is still a long way to go in unrestricting the potential of the female voice in our society.
Why do you think the story of Mary Shelley will resonate with modern audiences, and
what makes her life so interesting to explore in a biopic?
I felt a big responsibility to be accurate and honor Mary Shelley’s legacy in a way that modern audiences could relate to. Her life story is an important aspect of the Frankenstein legacy, and it is a beloved work to so many people for so many different reasons. So I really
wanted to focus on aspects of her personal journey that may not be that well known but are
key to truly understanding everything that went into her writing. It was a wonderful challenge, and we had an amazing cast and crew that helped bring her story to life in a beautiful, touching story.
In researching for the project did you learn anything which surprised you about
Mary Shelley’s life and work?
I was surprised by so much of Mary Shelley’s life ended up in Frankenstein. I chose to focus
on the relationships she had with her parents and her tumultuous relationship with Percy
Shelley. All of these influences found a way into the book, and are much clearer in their
symbolism when you know everything that she went through. She fought to live an uncompromising life, to emerge from the shadow of her remarkable parents, and experienced incredible loss and sorrow. When I reread Frankenstein again, I was so touched by how
much the journey of Frankenstein’s monster reflects many of the tragic events of her own
life.
How familiar were you with the story of Frankenstein prior to signing on to this project?
I knew quite a bit about the basic story, and the iconic imagery we all have of the green,
neck-bolted monster that has become a cornerstone of modern pop-culture horror stories. I had read the novel in college as well, but hadn’t ever spent much time studying or
thinking about the work. It means so much more to me now.
What is your relationship like with writer Emma Jensen?
I loved the core story that Emma was able to develop in the screenplay. It led me into a
much deeper study of the material and of the different works that surround the plot. I was
really surprised when I read the introduction to Frankenstein, because it reveals so much
in so few pages about what led Mary Shelley to write the book. Her love for Percy and her
father, who each influenced the creation of Victor Frankenstein, are clear in those pages. I
read a lot of Percy’s work as well, as their conversations and shared ideas were very much
a part of her overall work as well. Finally, I read Mary Wollstonecraft’s Vindication of the
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Right’s of Women, which had a clearly feminist influence on her daughter Mary’s life, even
though she died 10 days after giving birth to her.
Can you talk about the casting process?
Elle embodies all of the qualities we were looking for in casting Mary. Mary Shelley was
only 18 when she wrote Frankenstein, so I wanted someone fresh and young to emphasize
her youthfulness and seeming innocence. But at the same time, we needed someone who
could bring out the fire of Mary’s soul, and the surprising strength, defiance and intellect
that are the hallmarks of her life story. Elle was able to embody this mixture of youth and
inner power perfectly.
Douglas Booth will also surprise a lot of people with his performance in this film. Percy
Shelley is a complex character, a strange blend of charismatic genius, romantic poet, scandalous rebel and wildly irresponsible maverick. Douglas was able to take all of these bubbling, explosive emotions and create a wonderfully nuanced character. Bel Powley was
also the perfect find for Claire, Mary’s sister. She is such an important character in Mary’s
life, and in influencing the emotional heart of Mary’s story. Bel’s performance is heartbreaking. And wait until you see Tom Sturridge as Lord Byron! He brought an energy and
enthusiasm to the set that elevated the energy level of everyone around him.
I feel blessed to have worked with such an amazing ensemble. Every actor surprised and
impressed me. It was such a pleasure to work with actors from the very highest levels of
the profession.
Can you describe working with Costume Designer Caroline Koener?
Caroline’s work on this film is extraordinary. I wanted a look that was period and believable, yet fashionable and elegant enough to be appealing to modern sensibilities. She captured this look perfectly! Every costume in the film is gorgeous. I wanted the film to feel
current, despite the period setting, so costumes with modern sensibilities were key to
achieving that goal.
What is your favorite memory from set?
There is one epic scene, where Elle is walking to the bookshop down Skinner street, and it
is just such an awe-inspiring set. Everything just came together so well, and it was just
beautiful to watch.
What do you hope audiences take away from the film?
I hope audiences see in Mary a hero they can see themselves in. She is not perfect, and
makes questionable choices and mistakes throughout her journey. But she does not give in
to disappointment or the agony of loss, she just pushes forward. She is an example of
someone who takes the weight of misery and transforms it into a personal and profound
work of art. It would have been very easy for her to give up at any point along the way, or
to defer to her accomplished parents or brilliant husband, but she decided ultimately to
find her own voice.
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Do you have any favorite films or filmmakers that influence your work?
I’ve always loved the way Iranian filmmakers can say so much in their work without being
too overt. It is a style that has had a deep impact on me and the way I approach my work. I
have so many role models and films I look to for inspiration. I was really inspired by the
films of the Dardeene brothers, particularly “Rosetta.” That film really made a strong impression on me- both in the seeming simplicity of the story and the emotional intensity of
the young protagonist. I also love the Cohen brothers, and learned a lot about balancing out
serious subjects with humor to deepen a film's emotional impact.
What are you working on next?
I am working on an adaptation of the novel Be Safe I Love You. It is the story of a female
American soldier returning from Iraq and struggling to keep her family safe. I’m also developing a Saudi film called The Perfect Candidate, about a young Saudi female physician who
maneuvers through her conservative, male dominated society to run in the municipal council elections. Frustrated after being turned around at the airport because her travel permission from her male guardian wasn't up to date, she embarks on an absurd campaign, balancing strict social norms, gender segregation and the influence of her eccentric family.
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ABOUT THE CAST
ELLE FANNING (Mary Shelley)
19-year-old Elle Fanning has played characters ranging from a transgender boy in About
Ray to Sleeping Beauty in Maleficent, to the daughter of jazz pianist Joe Albany in Low
Down, a British teenager in 1960’s London in Ginger & Rosa and a revivalist preacher in last
year’s Live By Night for Warner Brothers and director Ben Affleck.
In 2016, Elle starred in Nicolas Winding Refn’s The Neon Demon. She plays Jesse, an aspiring model who moves to Los Angeles and becomes the target of a group of beauty obsessed
women eager to “devour” her youth and vitality. The film had its world premiere at the
2016 Cannes Film Festival and was released by Amazon later that year.
Also last year, Elle was seen in A24 and Annapurna’s 20th Century Women for writer/director Mike Mills. She stars opposite Annette Bening, Greta Gerwig and Billy Crudup. Set in
1979 Santa Barbara, the story follows three women from different eras who come together
to teach a boy about life and love. The film had its world premiere at the 2016 New York
Film Festival.
Upcoming films include John Cameron Mitchell’s How to Talk to Girls at Parties, which had
its world premiere at this year’s Cannes Film Festival and will be released by A24 this
Fall;Sidney Hall for writer/director Shawn Christensen and opposite Logan Lerman, which
will also be released by A24 later this year; and Mary Shelley, directed by Haifaa AlMansour, the story of the love affair between poet Percy Shelley and 18-year-old Mary
Wollstonecraft, which resulted in Mary writing Frankenstein. Elle plays Mary Shelley in
this story of a young woman who refused to be constrained by society’s expectations of her.
She most recently completed production on I Think We’re Alone Now for director Reed Morano. She stars opposite Peter Dinklage. Earlier this year she filmed Galveston for director
Melanie Laurent and opposite Ben Foster.
Elle is currently in production on Teen Spirit, Max Minghella’s directorial debut. Fred Berger and Brian Kavanaugh-Jones (La La Land) are producing this music driven film about a
shy teenager who dreams of pop stardom as an escape from her small town and shattered
family life. With the help of an unlikely mentor, Violet enters an international singing competition that will test her integrity, talent and ambition. Interscope is co-producing and will
release the film’s soundtrack that will be produced by Marius DeVries (Moulin Rouge).
Elle received British Independent Film Award and Critics’ Choice Movie Award nominations for her performance in Sally Potter’s Ginger & Rosa. She won Best Actress at the 2014
Karlovy Vary International Film Festival as well as the Spotlight Award at the 2014 Mill
Valley Film Festival for her performance in Low Down.
Elle's other films include: Alejandro González Iñárritu’s Academy Award-nominated Babel,
opposite Academy Award nominee Adriana Barraza; Tod Williams’ The Door in the Floor,
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opposite Jeff Bridges, Kim Basinger, and Jon Foster; Terry George’s Reservation Road, with
Joaquin Phoenix and Jennifer Connelly; Sofia Coppola’s Somewhere, which won the Golden
Lion Award for Best Picture at the 2010 Venice International Film Festival; Cameron
Crowe’s We Bought a Zoo; J. J. Abrams’ Super 8; Francis Ford Coppola’s Twixt; Jake Paltrow’s The Young Ones; Disney’s Maleficent opposite Angelina Jolie, Trumbo for director Jay
Roach and opposite Bryan Cranston; and David Fincher’s multi-Oscar-winning The Curious
Case of Benjamin Button, portraying the younger incarnation of Cate Blanchett’s character,
opposite Brad Pitt.
DOUGLAS BOOTH (Percy Shelley)
An English actor, Booth’s first professional role was in the Children’s adventure film From
Time to Tome (2009) directed by Julian Fellows and stared Maggie Smith. Booth rose to
prominence in 2010 in 2010 following his performance as the pop star Boy George in the
BBC Two drama “Worried About the Boy.” Booth next played the role of Pip in the BBC
One adaptation of Charles Dickens' “Great Expectations” (2011), alongside Gillian Anderson and Ray Winstone. Broadcast over the Christmas period, the miniseries was a huge ratings success.
In September 2014, Booth starred alongside Sam Claflin, Max Irons and Freddie Fox in the
black comedy The Riot Club, directed by Lone Scherfig. Based on the stage play by Laura
Wade, the ensemble piece centers around ten members of an exclusive Oxford University
dining club known as The Riot Club, based on the real-life Bullingdon Club.
BEL POWLEY (Claire Clairmont)
Powley recently completed production on Mary Shelley, in which she co-star’s opposite Elle
Fanning and Douglas Booth, as well as the World War II drama Ashes in the Snow, based on
the novel Between Shades of Gray by Ruta Septys.
In 2015, Powley made her feature debut in the coming-of-age drama The Diary of a Teenage
Girl. Powley starred as the title character in the movie based on Phoebe Gloeckner’s acclaimed graphic novel of the same name. The story centers on a brutally honest teenage
artist (Powley) living in San Francisco in the 1970s as she attempts to navigate her way
through an affair with her mother’s boyfriend. Written and directed by Marielle Heller, the
movie also starred Kristen Wiig and Alexander Skarsgard. For her role, Powley won the
2016 Gotham award for “Best Actress” and was nominated for BAFTA, Independent Spirit
and British Independent Film awards.
Also in 2015, Powley starred in the British comedy A Royal Night Out opposite Sarah
Gadon, Jack Reynor, Rupert Everett and Emily Watson. The film followed young Princesses
Margaret (Powley) and Elizabeth (Gadon), as they sneak out of Buckingham Palace to celebrate VE Day on May 8, 1945, by mingling with the masses. Powley’s additional film credits
include Drake Doremus’ science fiction romantic drama EQUALS starring Nicholas Hoult
and Kristen Stewart, Detour opposite Tye Sheridan and Emory Cohen and Carrie Pilby with
Jason Ritter.
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TOM STURRIDGE (Lord Byron)
Tom Sturridge began his career in Vanity Fair alongside Reese Witherspoon, before going
on to star in Being Julia with Annette Bening and Michael Gambon.
Further leading roles ensued in Gregory J. Read's feature Like Minds alongside Toni Collette
and Eddie Redmayne and Richard Curtis' The Boat That Rocked, with Philip Seymour Hoffman and Bill Nighy.
Tom's film credits also include Far from the Madding Crowd directed by Thomas Vinterberg
with Carey Mulligan, Tinge Krishnan's Junkhearts with Eddie Marsan and Romola
Garai, Walter Salles' On the Road with Kristen Stewart, Viggo Mortensen and Amy Adams in
which he plays Carlo Marx, Kerouac's alias for Allen Ginsberg and Emma Thompson's Effie
Gray with Dakota Fanning.
Tom will next be seen in 3 Way Junction opposite Stacy Martin and Tommy Flanagan, Saul
Dibb’s Journey’s End alongside Sam Claflin and Toby Jones and playing Lord Byron in Mary
Shelley.
Last year Tom played Henry VI alongside Judi Dench and Benedict Cumberbatch in the
BBC's “Hollow Crown” series.
Tom made his theatre debut in Simon Stephen's “Punk Rock” at the Lyric Hammersmith
and Manchester Royal Exchange and subsequently received the Critics' Circle Best Newcomer Award, along with Best Newcomer at the Manchester Evening News Theatre
Awards. He was also nominated for the Milton Schulman Award for Outstanding Newcomer
at the Evening Standard Theatre Awards and London Newcomer of the Year at the Whatsonstage Awards.
He has since played leading roles at London's Royal Court Theatre, in Simon Stephens'
“Wastwater” and in Polly Stenham's “No Quarter.” He also played Phillip in “Orphans” at
Gerald Schoenfeld Theatre, Broadway for which he was nominated for a Tony for Best Actor, a Drama League Award and won Outer Critic's Circle and Theatre World Awards. In
2015 Tom appeared as Bob in “American Buffalo” at Wyndham’s Theatre opposite John
Goodman and Damien Lewis, and was nominated for an Olivier Award for Best Supporting
Actor. Tom is currently starring as Winston in “1984” on Broadway opposite Olivia Wilde.
BEN HARDY (John Polidori)
Ben Hardy is a graduate of the Central School of Speech and Drama and previously performed at the Donmar Warehouse in “The Physicists.” Straight after that, he performed in
“The Judas Kiss” in the West End opposite Rupert Everett. Shortly thereafter he went on to
act in the BBC series “East Enders.” Soon after finishing “East Enders,” he played the role of
‘Angel’ in X-Men: Apocalypse, directed by Bryan Singer in his feature film debut. Up next he
can be seen in Mary Shelley for director Haifaa Al-Mansour.
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MAISIE WILLIAMS (Isabel Baxter)
Maisie Williams was born on April 15, 1997. She is best known for her role as Arya Stark in
HBO’s “Game of Thrones,” which is now airing it’s seventh season. The role has earned her
two Portal awards, in 2012 for best supporting actress and best young actor in television the youngest actor to achieve this - and was followed in 2013 by the Radio 1 Teen Award
for Best British Actor. In 2014, she was named as one of the UK’s international screen stars
of tomorrow and also won The Entertainment Weekly’s award for best Supporting actress.
At the beginning 0f 2015 Maisie picked up a European Shooting Star Award at the Berlin
Film Festival for her role in Carol Morley’s feature The Falling. In 2016, She received the
London Critic’s Circle Award for Best Young performer and The Evening Standard Rising
Star Award for the same role. Her portrayal of teenager Casey, in Channel 4’s “CyberBully,”
prompted critical acclaim and a BAFTA nomination for best single drama. Maisie is currently starring in Netflix’ first UK original feature IBoy and has recently completed shooting
Aardman’s animation Early Man, with Tom Hiddleston and Eddie Redymayne. She is currently shooting X-Men: New Mutants, directed by Josh Boone.
JOANNE FROGGATT (Mary Jane Clairmont)
Golden Globe® winner, three times Emmy® nominee and British Independent Film Award
winner Joanne Froggatt is best known as the much-loved housemaid ‘Anna' in the internationally renowned and BAFTA®, Golden Globe® and Emmy award® winning series “Downton Abbey.” This September, she takes on an entirely different character opposite Ioan
Gruffudd (Fantastic Four) in “Liar,” a new six-part psychological thriller series for SundanceTV and ITV, created and written by BAFTA® and Golden Globe® nominated producers
and screenwriters Harry and Jack Williams. The series tells the story follows Laura Nielson
(Froggatt) and Andrew Earlham (Gruffudd) as a seemingly innocent date unravels into a
complex web of deceit that neither could foresee.
Joanne will also be seen in three further upcoming features. In Haifaa Al-Mansour’s Mary
Shelley she features with Elle Fanning, Maisie Williams and Bel Powley in a story based on
the love affair between a poet and a young Mary Shelley which led to her writing Frankenstein. She also stars in One Last Thing with Wendell Pierce, where a lonely dentist is confronted by a figure from the past that sends him on an eventful and life-altering journey of
discovery. Joanne has then also been cast A Crooked Somebody which recently premiered at
LA Film Festival. From writer Andrew Zilch, Ed Harris stars as an attention-seeking psychic
is kidnapped and tried to use the situation to boost his popularity.
Joanne’s recent roles saw her demonstrate her versatility. Airing recently on PBS and ITV,
she plays the first ever female serial killer in an unsuspecting Victorian society in the true
to life story of “Dark Angel.” Joanne then earned her debut executive producer credit and
also starred in “Starfish” with Tom Riley in the true story of a young couple’s battle to keep
their family together when the husband contracts a rare and brutal disease. She also recently featured in SONY PICTURE's adaptation of the international bestseller A Street Cat
Named Bob, alongside Luke Treadaway, and took on a supporting role in the adaptation of
Irvine Welsh’s Filth opposite James McAvoy and Jamie Bell.
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STEPHEN DILLANE (William Godwin)
Stephen Dillane trained at the Bristol Old Vic Theatre School. His early theatre work included
repertory seasons at Belgrade Theatre Coventry, Contact Theatre, Manchester and Chester
Gateway Theatre. Leading roles at the National Theatre followed with Archer in “The Beaux’
Stratagem”, Gerry Evans in “Dancing at Lughnasa”, Edmund Tyrone in “Long Day’s Journey
Into Night” and Prior Walter in “Angels In America” followed by “Hush” written by April
D’Angelis at the Royal Court. He won the Richard Burton Shakespeare Globe Award in 1995
for the title role in “Hamlet” at the Gielgud Theatre directed by Peter Hall. He played Clov in
“Endgame” at the Donmar Warehouse directed by Katie Mitchell, Artie in “Hurlyburly” at the
Old Vic, and the title role of “Uncle Vanya” for the Royal Shakespeare Company at the Young
Vic, again directed by Katie Mitchell.
Stephen’s leading roles in films include Franco Zeffirelli’s Hamlet opposite Mel Gibson as
Horatio, Stolen Hearts, Firelight directed by William Nicholson opposite Sophie Marceau,
Welcome to Sarajevo directed by Michael Winterbottom with Woody Harrelson and Marisa
Tomei, The Darkest Light directed by Simon Beaufoy and Bille Eltringham, Ordinary Decent
Criminal opposite Kevin Spacey and Linda Fiorentino directed by Thaddeus O’Sullivan, and
The Parole Officer written by and starring Steve Coogan. His slate also includes Haven,
directed by Frank E Flowers, Martin in Nine Lives directed by Rodrigo Garcia, the lead role of
Harry Vardon in The Greatest Game Ever Played directed by Bill Paxton, Fugitive Pieces
directed by Jeremy Podeswa, Brooks Baekeland in Savage Grace opposite Julianne Moore
directed by Tom Kalin, and more.
In 2007, he filmed “John Adams,” a seven-part TV series for HBO. Stephen has since been
nominated for Outstanding Supporting Actor in a Miniseries or Movie for the 2008 Emmy
Awards for “John Adams” in which he played the role of Thomas Jefferson. In 2012 Stephen
filmed “Murder” for Touchpaper TV/BBC2, Season 3 of “Game of Thrones” and the feature
film Zero Dark Thirty directed by Kathryn Bigelow.
In 2016 Stephen returned to The Donmar Theatre to play Frank Hardy in “The Faith Healer”
directed by Lyndsey Turner for which he won the 2017 Critics Circle Theatre Award for Best
Actor. He worked again with Stephen Daldry playing Graham Sutherland in episode 9 of “The
Crown” for Netflix. He then filmed the role of Godwin in Mary Shelley directed by Haifaa Al
Mansour. In late 2016 and early 2017 he filmed The Professor And The Madman opposite
Sean Penn and Mel Gibson for Voltage and Icon Films directed by Farhad Safinia playing
Richard Brayne and The Darkest Hour playing Viscount Halifax directed by Joe Wright
opposite Gary Oldman for Working Title/Universal. The Darkest Hour is due for release in
November 2017.
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ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS
HAIFAA-AL MANSOUR (Director)
Haifaa Al Mansour is the first female filmmaker in Saudi Arabia and is regarded as one of its
most significant cinematic figures. She studied comparative literature at the American University in Cairo and completed a Master’s degree in Film Studies from the University of Sydney. The success of her 2005 documentary ‘Women Without Shadows’ influenced a new
wave of Saudi filmmakers and made the issue of opening cinemas in the Kingdom frontHpage
news. At home, her work is both praised and vilified for encouraging discussion on taboo
issues and for penetrating the wall of silence surrounding the sequestered lives of Saudi
women. Wadjda, Al Mansour’s feature debut, is the first feature film shot entirely in Saudi
Arabia and the first by a female director. The film received wide critical acclaim after its
premiere at the 2012 Venice Film Festival and established Al Mansour as an important talent
emerging from the Arab World.
ALAN MOLONEY (Producer)
Film and television producer, Alan Moloney established independent, multi-award winning,
critically acclaimed Parallel Film Productions in 1993. Over the years Parallel has produced
an extensive slate of both feature film and TV drama projects garnering both commercial and
critical success with nominations and awards at the highest level including the Academy
Awards, BAFTAs, the Golden Globes, Peabody Awards, and IFTAs, amongst many others. The
company is now a market leader in feature film and television drama. Alan currently has two
films in post-production: The Delinquent Season starring Cillian Murphy and Mary Shelley
starring Elle Fanning. Last year, Alan produced the Netflix movie The Siege of Jadotville and
was an Executive Producer on Maudie, which is currently breaking box office records in Canada and will release worldwide imminently.
RUTH COADY (Producer)
Ruth is currently in post-production with two films: Mary Shelley, directed by Haifaa Al
Mansour, starring Elle Fanning and Tom Sturridge and The Delinquent Season, directed by
Mark O’Rowe, starring Cillian Murphy and Andrew Scott. 2016 saw the release of The Siege
of Jadotville, a movie financed by Netflix and starring Jamie Dornan, Mark Strong and Guillaume Canet. Ruth works closely with the Development, Creative and Financial Packaging
and Production of projects for Parallel Films, currently in various stages of development,
production and post production.
AMY BAER (Producer)
Amy Baer has over 25 years’ experience in the Entertainment Industry that uniquely spans
talent agencies, major studios, independent distribution companies, and producing. The
films she has supervised and/or produced have collectively grossed nearly $2 billion in
worldwide box office. Her first film as a producer was the 2013 hit Last Vegas, which grossed
$136MM worldwide. In January 2012, Ms. Baer raised a 7-figure development fund and
launched Gidden Media, the only female- led content incubation company of its kind. GM currently has 25 film & television projects in development, with its first film, Mary Shelley, premiering at the 2017 Toronto International Film Festival. GM is currently in pre-production on
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Brian Banks, to be directed by Tom Shadyac and financed by ShivHans, and I’m So Happy For
You for Lionsgate Digital. Before starting her own company, Ms. Baer served as President &
CEO of CBS Films, and spent the 17 previous years at Sony Pictures Entertainment, where
she oversaw such hit films as My Best Friend’s Wedding; The Mask of Zorro; Oscar nominated
Adaptation; S.W.A.T.; Something’s Gotta Give; and The Pursuit of Happiness. She also developed the Oscar nominated Moneyball, starring Brad Pitt.
EMMA JENSEN (Screenwriter)
Emma Jensen is a screenwriter who has worked in the industry for over 17 years as a writer,
development executive and script consultant. A graduate of Queensland College Of Art,
Emma worked in the production department of UK company FilmFour before returning to
Australia where she was employed as Development Executive for Working Title Australia
and Mushroom Pictures.
In 2013, Emma wrote the original screenplay Mary Shelley, which will have its world premiere in the Gala Presentation section at the 2017 Toronto International Film Festival. Mary
Shelley is directed by Haifaa Al-Mansour starring Elle Fanning, Douglas Booth and Bel Powley, and is produced by Gidden Media and Parallel Films.
Emma’s other projects include I Am Woman, based on the life of Helen Reddy, for Goalpost
Pictures and director/producer Unjoo Moon; The Ghan with Triptych Pictures and Village
Roadshow; and Living With Miss G, the story of the friendship between Ava Gardner and her
African American maid and companion Mearene Jordan, for Arcadia Films. Emma is also developing TV projects with Fremantle Media and UK production company Ecosse Films.
Emma is currently one of Screen Australia’s industry specialists for feature film production
investment and a member of Screen Australia’s “Gender Matters” task force.
Emma is represented in Australia by HLA Management and in the US by United Talent
Agency and The Burstein Company.
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CREDITS
Directed by Haifaa Al Mansour
Written by Emma Jensen
Additional Writing by Haifaa Al Mansour
Produced by
Amy Baer p.g.a.
Alan Moloney p.g.a
Ruth Coady p.g.a.
Co-Producer Orlagh Collins
Co-Producer David Grumbach
Executive Producers
Johanna Hogan
Peter Watson
Matthew Baker
Isabel Davis
Charles Auty
Phil Hunt
Compton Ross
Emma Jensen
Joannie Burstein
Rebecca Miller
Mark Amin
Cinematography by David Ungaro
Edited by Alex Mackie, A.C.E.
Production Designer Paki Smith
Costume Designer Caroline Koener
Music by Amelia Warner
UK Casting by Amy Hubbard, CSA & Simon Cox
US Casting by Heidi Levitt

Cast (in order of appearance)
Mary Shelley
Claire Clairmont
William Godwin
Mrs Godwin
Mr. Godwin
Man ≠1

Elle Fanning
Bel Powley
Owen Richards
Joanne Froggatt
Stephen Dillane
Andrew McKell
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Isabel Baxter
William Baxter
Samuel Coleridge
Scottish Guest
Shelley
Deacon
Harriet Shelley
Ianthe
Hunched Backed Man
Landlady
Bookseller
Girl in Park
Young Girl ≠ 2
Thomas Hogg
Eliza
Lord Byron
Scientist
Baby Clara
The Footman
Polidori
Servant of Byron
Publisher
Young Percy

Maisie Williams
Derek Riddell
Hugh O'Conor
Bill O'Brien
Douglas Booth
Martin Phillips
Ciara Charteris
Chloe Vos
Pat Hickey
Serena Barnes
Laurence Foster
Mella Carron
Ciara Griffith
Jack Hickey
Sarah Lamesch
Tom Sturridge
Alex Cobb
Cillian and Cathal Cusack
Dean Gregory
Ben Hardy
Wilheimina Von Blumenthal
Stuart Graham
Nathan Vos

Additional Editing

Nathan Nugent

Line Producer
Production Manager
First Assistant
Director
2nd Assistant
Director

Des Martin
Solveig Harper
Harry Boyd

Production
Accountant
Location Manager
Location Manager
Script Supervisor

Jim Shortall

Production
Coordinator
Production
Coordinator
Assistant Production
Coordinator
Assistant Production
Coordinator

Catherine O'Flaherty

Assistant to Alan
Moloney & Ruth Coady
Assistant to
Amy Baer

Stephanie Hamer

Production intern

Annalee Brazel

Enda Doherty

Colm Nolan
Christophe Vincent
Elly Verduyckt
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Lola Lefebvre
Orlaith Deasy
Alice Gex

Jes Bickhart

Production intern
Production Trainee
Production Trainee
Production Trainee
Production Trainee

Annalise Payne
Aoife McCarthy
Emer Molloy
Lucie Bastien
Ciara Reidy

Production
Administrator
Assistant Production
Accountant
Assistant Production
Accountant
Cashier

Jean-Pierre Huet

Casting Director
Co-Casting Director
Casting Assistant
Clearances

Katja Wolf
Simon Cox
Florence Izen-Taylor
Paula Byrden

Steadicam Operator
Camera Operator/
2nd Camera
Focus Puller
Clapper Loader
Clapper Loader
Digital Imaging
Technician
Video Assistant
Camera Trainee

Chunky Richmond
Carlo Thiel

Supervising Art
Director
Art Director
Art Director
Assistant Art
Director
Assistant Art
Director
Graphics Designer
Graphics Assistant
Draughtsman

Nigel Pollock

Costume Supervisor
Costume Design
Assistant
Costume Assistant
Costume Assistant
Costume Cutter
Costume Maker
Costume Trainee

Jess O'Leary
Eugenia Giesbrecht

Property Master
Prop Buyer
Prop Buyer

Mick Flood
Keavy Lalor
Ulrika Debatisse

Joanne Duffy
Jean-Alexandre Gilleron
Anne Reid

Wolfgang Wesemann
Esme McNamee
Philippe Manderscheid
Paul Deane
Coralie Lopez
Sean Kingston

Shane McEnroe
Marc Ridremont
Alice Vignoles Russell
Patrick Creighton
Adrienne McGrane
Emma Grattan
Fergal O'Dowd
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Jess Jones
Magda Marczynska
Gill Howard
Laura Fortune
Siobhán Cahill

Assistant Prop Buyer

Justine Wright

Set Decorator
Assistant Set
Decorator Prep
Assistant Set
Decorator
Standby Art Director
Food Stylist

Kevin Downey
Sylvia Kasel

Dressing Props
Dressing Props
Dressing Props
Set Dresser
Set Dresser
Set Dresser
Green Dresser

John Porter
Dermot Blighe
Heidi Ellen Love
Cédric Ardement
Victor Duchamp
Laureen-Joyce Centner
Dominique Plan

Standby Props
Props Trainee
Props Trainee
Props Trainee
Trainee Dressing
Props
Props Runaround
Practical Electrician

James Barr
Robert Flood
Dave Flynn
David Coates
Donal Madden

Sound Mixer
Boom Operator
Sound Trainee
Sound Trainee

Philippe Kohn
Alain Goniva
Oisin Callinan
Tom Auvray

Key Make-up Artist
Hair Designer
Make Up
Elle Fanning
Crowd Make up
Assistant
Hairdresser
Crowd Hairdresser

Frédo Roeser
Lorraine Glynn
Erin Ayanian

Gaffer
Gaffer
Best Boy
Best Boy
Generator Operator
Electrician
Electrician
Electrician

Simon Magee
Kevin Dresse
Ciarán Cullen
Didier Rolot
Seán Creagh
Brendan Dempsey
François Tiberghien
François Fabert

Key Grip
Grip
Key Grip Assistant

Pascal Charlier
Amandine Soares
Renaud Charlier

Alessandro Palestro
Manu Demoulling
Ann Marie Tobin

Brian Thompson
Dean Brogan

Niamh O'Loain
Sevlene Roddy
Maureen Smith
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3rd Assistant
Director
Extras Coordinator
Trainee Assistant
Director
Trainee Assistant
Director
Trainee Assistant
Director
Stand-In/Trainee
Assistant Director
Stand-In/Trainee
Assistant Director
Stand-In/Trainee
Assistant Director
Stand-In/Trainee
Assistant Director

Jonathan Quinlan

Assistant Location
Manager
Assistant Location
Manager
Location Assistant
Location Assistant
Location Assistant
Location Assistant
Location Trainee
Location Trainee
Set Security
Set Security
Location Scout

Rossa O'Neill

Special Effects
Supervisor
Special Effects
Supervisor
Special Effects
Supervisor
Special Effects
Supervisor

Brendan Byrne

Transport Captain
Unit Driver
Unit Driver
Unit Driver
Unit Driver
Unit Driver

Paul Cullen
Martin Reilly
Peter Thornton
Ian Carroll
Gerry Francis
Collie Sharky

Facilities Manager
Camera Truck Driver
LCF (trailers)
Props Truck Driver
Wardrobe Truck
Make-Up Truck

Nico Linul
Jonathan Demange
Claude Ludovicy
Tom O'Melia
Georgia Icoyoin
Ioan Linul

Ciara Lyons
Robert Kiernan
Donal Sheehan
Vera Engel
Aoife Quinn
Caroline Treacy
Oisín McGovern
Róisín El Cherif

Thanos Goltsos
Jérome Heilig
Mike Roberts
Justine Thomas
Slim Nebigh
Niall Milton
Matthieu Thitges
Jean-Philippe Chouard
Stéphane Gallien
Patrick Blocman

Aidan Byrne
Michael Kerns
Ken Fitzke
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3-Way Driver
2-Way Driver
Grip Driver

Ian Dixon
John Dixon
John Cprcu

Horse Master
Horse Master
Health and Safety
Officer
Paramedic
Paramedic
Paramedic

Ben Good
Dietrich Verzele at Zarafa Stables
Kevin Kearns

Construction
Manager
Construction
Manager
HOD Carpenter
Carpenter/Buyer
Carpenter
Carpenter
Carpenter
Carpenter
Carpenter
Carpenter
Carpenter
Carpenter

Colm Bassett

Head Scenic Artist
Head Painter
Scenic artist
Painter
Painter
HOD Stagehand/
Buyer
Construction
Runaround
Rigger

Thomas Lavelle
Edouard Pallardy
Angela Castro
Tommy O'Shaughnessy
Julie Ridremont
Mark Bassett

Standby Carpenter
Standby Painter
Standby Stagehand
Standby Rigger

Mick Coyne
Bobby Richardson
Jason Kelly
Jim Hennessy

Catering
Catering
Chef
Catering Assistant
Catering Assistant
Catering Assistant
Catering Assistant

Gary Walsh, Locater
Lorenzo Parma, Film Location Services
Dziko
Vikram
Seohui Cha
Daniel Holzkenner
Sabina Valiante

Dialogue Coach
Singing Coaches
Clodagh Smith

Sandra Frieze
Honor Heffernan

Andy Waters
Rose Oberweis
Celina Heintz

Bart Van Lint
Dermot Butler
Oliver Rackham
David Lee
Fred Lee
Thomas Ferrandis
Frédéric Jesson
Frinn Lorenz
François Mast
Bernard Ferrandis
Fabien Domange

Paul Malone
Daniel Walsh
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Tutor to Elle
Fanning

Laura Gary

Daily crew
Assistant Prop Buyer
Extras Coordinator
Costume Assistant
Costume Trainee
Costume Trainee
Costume Trainee
Driver
Driver
Driver
Electrician
Electrician
Grip
Grip
Grip
Grip
Grip
Location Assistant
Location Assistant
Location Assistant/
Driver
Location Assistant/
Driver
Location Assistant/
Driver
Hairdresser
Hairdresser
Hairdresser
Hairdresser
Hairdresser/
Make Up
Hairdresser/
Make Up
Make Up/Special
Effect/ Creature Arm
Make Up
Make Up
Set Dresser
Set Dresser
Set Dresser
Set Dresser
Set Dresser
Script Supervisor
SFX
SFX
Stand-In/Trainee AD

Jessica Timlin
Benjamin Barry
Louise Stanton
Ciara McCarthy-O'Brien
Maria Gohlke
Elena Schiff
Joe Flammang
Giuilani Fiorenzo
Charles Raach
Jordan Bouchex Bellomie
Nicolas Picart
Jako Raybaut
Edwin Van Den Hove
Sarah Kimplaire
Cesar Charlier
Ulysse Charlier
Joseph Bellot
Bertrand Levy-Gorgeot
Gilles Thiefain
Indie Whiting
Julie Decker Willer
Julie Asselborn
Justine Valence
Virginie Seffar
Christine Laurent
Antje Hüchel
Céline Mougel
Jasmine Schmit
Emilie Franco
Sandra Fanizza
Carine Ceglarski
Chrystophe Denise
Raphaël Thiry
Fabien Marion
Osvaldo Medina
Renée Foley Burke
Hugues De Maere
Lucilio Goncalves
Roisin El Cherif

Post Prod Supervisor

Adrien Chef

First Assistant Editor

Liam McEvoy
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Assistant Editor

Stephen Kidney

Post Production
Sound Facility
Sound Designer
Re-Recording Mixer
Dialogue Editor

Philophon

ADR Supervisor
ADR Mixer

Nick Lowe
Peter Gleaves and Simon Diggins

Record Assistants

Mike Tehrani
Rachel Park
Finlay Reid
Gold Crest Films

ADR Facilities
Boom Post
Screen Scene
LA Studios
Soundtrack New York
Foley recorded at
Foley Artist
Asst. Foley Artist
Foley Recordist
Foley Editor
Facilities Manager

Nicolas Tran Trong
Michel Schillings
Capucine Courau

Ardmore Sound
Caoimhe Doyle
Jonathan Reynolds
Jean McGrath
Michelle Singleton
Rachel Donovan

Post Production
Espera production
Picture Facility
Colourist
Didier Lefouest
Dailies Colourist
Dave Hughes
Digital Cinema
Raoul Nadalet
Mastering & Title Design
Edit & Post
Production Facilities
Head of Facilities
Facilities
Coordinator

Windmill Lane Pictures Dublin

VFX Supervisor
VFX On Set
Supervisor
VFX On Set
Supervisor
VFX Producer
VFX Executive
Producer
VFX Production
Manager
VFX Production
Coordinator

Tilman Paulin
Ditch Doy

CG Artist

Keith Malone

Tim Morris
Maura Murphy

Barry Lawless
Lisa Kelly
Ciaran Crowley
Suzie Belton
Michelle Anderson
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Compositor
Compositor
Compositor
Rotoscope Artist

Robert Hartigan
Stacy Mangan
Brían O'Durnin
Daryl McMahon

Matte Painter

James Kenny

Head of Engineering
Pipeline Supervisor
Pipeline Engineer
Pipeline Engineer

John Brady
Tim Chauncey
Peter Daly
Rowan Hughes

Original music by

Amelia Warner

Arranger and
Orchestrator
Additional Music
Recording and
Mix Engineer
Assistant Engineer
London
Assistant Engineer
Dublin
Orchestral
Conductor
Choral Conductor
Musician Contractor
Dublin
Musician Contractor
London
Vocal solos
Music Coordinator
Dublin
Music Coordinator
London

Nathan Klein

Music Recorded at
Music Recorded
and Mixed at
Recorded by

Windmill Lane Recording Studios
Air Edel Studios

Nathan Klein
Nick Taylor
Roman Turtev
Rachel Conlon
John Finucane
Orla Flanagan
Gavin O'Sullivan
Hilary Skewes
Victoria Beaumont
Anna Rice
Laura Nakhla

the Irish Screen Orchestra

Universal’s corporate logo; + "Global Soundtrack & Score" logo
Original Score available through Globe Soundtrack & Score, Universal Music
Publicity
Stills Photographer
EPK
Cinematographers

Joanne Byrne Presence PR
Ricardo Vaz Palma
Olivier Koos

FILMLAND Studios Luxembourg
Jérôme Tewes
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Luxembourg financial services
Fortuna Banque S.C
Production legal services
Lee & Thompson LLP
Christos Michaels
James Walker
Deirdre McMahon
Michael Lucas
Luxembourg Legal Services
Pierre-Emmanuel Mouthy
Tax Advisors
Auditor Ireland
Auditor Luxembourg

Elaine Gill, Clancy Associates
OCC Chartered Accountants
Audit Central s.à.r.l.

Insurance
Media Assurances S.A.

John O'Sullivan MIB Insurance Services Ltd

Camera Equipment
Arri Rental
Steadicam
Drone
Grip Equipment
Key Grip Systems
Mateco
Lighting Equipment
SFX Equipment
trailers
Macadamcar

Vast Valley
Luxembourg
Atom prod & the steadimakers
Aeromaker
Grip Cartel

location facilities
Lamesch S.A.

Régielux S.à.r.l.

contruction
Hoffmann Freres

Boa Constructor

catering

Film-Location-Services

Travel Services
Ireland

Selective Travel Management

Travel Services
Luxembourg

ALD Automotive

Courier
DHL

Wells Cargo Logistics Ltd
Express Luxembourg

truck rental
Prophouse
travel agency
Accommodation

Intralux
Sales-Lentz
Travel Pro
Double Tree by Hilton Hotel
Parc Alvisse Hotel
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Teach Solais
AX-7
Location Consulting & Facilities

FMI Immo
Funkenhaus
Novotel
various

Best clean services
Muller & Wegener S.à.r.l.
Push The Print
Felten-Stein
Bicafe
Join Experience S.A.

for British Film Institute
Director of Lottery
Film Fund
Head of Production
Development
Executive
Head of Production
Finance
Business Affairs
Manager

Ben Roberts
Fiona Morham
Kristin Irving
Ian Kirk
Virginia Burgess

for BORD SCANNÁN NA hÉIREANN / THE IRISH FILM BOARD
Executive Producer
Rory Gilmartin and Mary Callery
Deputy CEO
Teresa McGrane
Business & Legal
Oisín O’Neill
Executive
Distribution
Emma Scott
Manager
Production &
Sarah Dillon
Development Executive
Production finance:
COFILOISIRS
Sylvie El Sayegh
Quentin Dallemagne
Legal Advisor
Ruth Hunter, Matheson
for RALFISH FILMS
Investment Director
Investment Manager
Sr Investment Manager
Dir – Legal & Biz Affairs
Legal & Biz Affairs Exec
Legal & Biz Affairs Ass

Charles Auty
Maxime Cottray
Simon Williams
Ted Cawrey
Katie FitzGerald Frazer
Aysha Qureshi

for PARALLEL FILMS
Assistant to Johanna
Keshia Lao
Hogan
Producer's Assistant
Claire Gormley
Development Assistant Douglas Clarke
for GIDDEN MEDIA
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Director of
Development

Chris Ceccotti

an Ireland-Luxembourg-United Kingdom Co-Production under the Eurpoean Convention on Cinematographic
Co-Productions,
by Parallel Films (Storm) Limited, Juliette Films SA, Parallel (Storm) Limited.
Produced in association with Sobini Films
FOR SOBINI FILMS
Executive Producers
Tyler Boehm

Cami Winikoff

International Sales by Hanway Films
FOR HANWAY
Managing Director
Marie-Gabrielle Stewart
Chief Operating
Jan Spielhoff
Officer
Head of Legal and
Justin Kelly
Business Affairs
Head of Sales
Nicole Mackey
Head of Marketing
Tom Grievson
and Distribution
Business Affairs
Thomas Mann
Executive
Business Affairs
Elizabeth Kormanova
Executive
Completion Guarantee provided by
Film Finances Inc
Production Executive
Emma Mager
Post Production Executives
Lucie Graves and Erin McGookin
Legal and Business Affairs Executive
Tatiana Wait
Collective Agent Services by
Fintage Collection Account Management B.V
Developed with the assistance of Screen NSW
Developed with the assistance of Screen Australia
Produced with the support of incentives for the Irish Film Industry provided by the Government of Ireland
With the support of the Film Fund Luxembourg
WITH VERY SPECIAL THANKS TO
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CH Distillery
JULIETTE FILMS WISHES TO THANK
Chateau de Colpach Bas
Centre de convalescence de la croix rouge
M SCHMIT - Directeur - M SILVERIO, M CAPELLARO
Administration communale d’Ell
M Bourgmestre THILL - Mrs KASPAR
Château de la Grange
M and Mrs DE SELANCY - Mrs KENNEL - M SCHMITT - M LISCH
- M JOSEF
Château d’Ansembourg
M DEAGE - Mrs KAMPF
Pont et Chaussée de Mersch
M GOEDERT
Service technique de Kehlen
M SILVERIO
Commune de Schengen
Ben HOMAN - Pascal WINTERSDORFF
Ministère du Travail et de l’Emploi
Paul KAYSER - Michèle TOUSSAINT
Developed with the assistance of
BORD SCANNÁN NA hÉIREANN / THE IRISH FILM BOARD
Art department images courtesy of Wellcome Library London
Shot on location in Ireland and Luxembourg
No animals were harmed during the making of this film.
The characters, entities and incidents depicted in this motion picture are fictitious, and any
similarity to the name, character or history of any person or entity
is entirely coincidental and unintentional.
This motion picture is protected under the laws of
the United States of America and other countries.
Any unauthorized exhibition, distribution or reproduction of this motion picture
or videotape or any part thereof (including the soundtrack) is prohibited and
may result in criminal prosecution as well as civil liability.
Produced with the participation of
(static logos)
Hanway Films
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Irish Film Board
Film Fund Luxembourg
Head Gear/Metrol Technology
Parallel
Gidden
Sobini
Juliette Films
Ingenious
BFI immediately before the copyright notice

© Parallel Films (Storm) Limited / Juliette Films SA / Parallel (Storm) Limited / The British Film Institute
2017 are the authors of this motion picture for the purpose of copyright and other laws.
© 2017 All Rights Reserved
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